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Idea Model Remarks

What the Paper is about?

A theoretical model of sequential/cumulative innovation with
knowledge generation and further development

The innovator holds property rights over the generated
knowledge (inalienability of human capital) �> licensing
decisions
A theory of control rights (not based on ownership/property
rights) in the context of licensing knowledge is developed ( =
corporate venturing)
Control rights a¤ect at the bargaining stage a decision over
the licensing mode and its terms.
Control rights in the hand of development unit is a kind of
counter force against the fact that the innovator holds
property rights over the generated knowledge
Interestingly, allocation of control rights in the hand of
development unit may have bene�cial incentive e¤ects ex ante
(more e¤ort in knowledge generation)
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When and Why Control rights matter?

At interim stage there may be a con�ict over the licensing
mode of generated knowledge

When DU has control rights it may block RU�s access for
external �nance that would help RU otherwise at the
bargaining stage

Control rights will e¤ectively constrain RU�s contracting
possibilities; here a veto over external �nance at ex interim
stage

ex interim and ex ante e¤ects

DU having control rights will incentivise RU to take exert
higher research e¤ort ex ante, and even if it may cause some
ex interim ine¢ ciencies, the e¤ect on the total surplus is
under some circumstances bene�cial.

Lack of �nancial �exibility ex interim can thus be a useful
commitment device
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This Paper vs Prior Literature

The paper builds on BG (2006) by endogenizing knowledge
generation process and focus on the allocation of control
rights between RU and DU

The paper complements the recent literature on
management of innovation; secrecy vs patenting by providing
foundations for the role/purposes of control rights within
corporate venturing
See also Kultti, Takalo and Toikka (2007) RAND "Secrecy vs
Patenting" who examine related yet di¤erent issues.
An idea of giving up control rights in order to commit not to
behave opportunistically is present also in Hellman (2002) and
an idea of the innovator�s bargaining power arising from the
inalienability of human capital is familiar for example from
Anand and Galetovic (2000)
More generally the current paper belongs to the literature of
incomplete contracting and control rights
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Model

Basically the model is BG (2006) with knowledge generation
process being endogenized with the possibility of allocating
control rights a¤ecting the choice of licensing mode and thus
incentives

Three risk neutral players; RU (wealth constrained), DUi and
DUj (with deep pockets)

Knowledge generation process (RU) and development
sequentially by DUi and/or DUj
Two licensing modes: patent vs trade secrets

Under patenting: RU gets a fee, F o

Under trade secret: RU may be tempted to resell his
knowledge secretly to other DU and in order to constrain this
RU gets fee FC and a stake of ex post surplus sPC
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Terms of each mode of licensing are determined in a
bargaining game between RU and DU

Which licensing mode will be selected depends on the joint
expected total equilibrium payo¤s
Under trade secret mode RU�s incentive constraint for not
behaving opportunistically has to be satis�ed by setting ex
post stake, s at the level that IC holds.
IC compatible mechanism for closed sale: s�(K ; L) =
((1+ L�

p
(1+ L)2 � 8(1� L)(1/K � 1))/4 < 1/2, which

is feasible only when K � bK (L),wherebK (L) = (1+ (1+L)2

8(1�L) )
�1.

Interestingly, as RU is �nancially constrained, FC � 0, but
this may actually be violated when his IC compatible ex post
stake sPC is high enough as it would call for transfer from RU
to DU, i.e. FC < 0, which is not feasible.
Trade secret mode feasible only if RU has an access for
external funding, BUT this is precisely ruled out by DU having
control rights (and vetoing outside �nance).
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Question: As ex interim closed mode would be optimal how
can it be optimal to prevent this and go for open (patent)
mode as external funding is ruled out?

Answer: under some circumstances open (patent) mode
provides higher ex ante incentives for RU

Closed mode�s problem is that from ex ante point of view
incentives are discouraging as RU�s ex post stake, sPC

decreases in K (implying thus that RU�s �nancial constraint
will be binding for low levels of K ) �> switch to open mode

The lack of ex interim �nancial �exibility �> commitment
device �> provide RU with stronger ex ante incentives for
exerting high research e¤ort (materializing ultimately higher
K) under open mode

Main result: Corporate venturing (i.e. DU having control
rights) will strictly increase RU�s e¤ort ex ante under certain
conditions and total surplus will be maximized
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Concerns

Starting point: BG (2004) CEPR DP �> BG (2006) JEEA.
This paper is a follow up from those.

It is a challenge to read and absorb the current paper alone
without constantly consulting BG (2006)
Here control rights basically give DU a right to block RU�s
access for external �nance.
To what extent control rights are di¤erent from ownership as
it would also give an authority for DU to constrain RU�s
contracting behavior?
Control rights (based on ownership) = or 6= control rights
here?
What if DU and RU are under same ownership and still RU
has property rights over knowledge (inalienability of human
capital)?
Exactly how DU acquires control over RU at ex ante stage
and exercises control at ex interim stage is not really modeled.
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here?

What if DU and RU are under same ownership and still RU
has property rights over knowledge (inalienability of human
capital)?
Exactly how DU acquires control over RU at ex ante stage
and exercises control at ex interim stage is not really modeled.
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Suggestions

It would be (on my view) bene�cial if the paper could be
developed more towards "stand alone" paper.

Would be nice to know more e.g. under what circumstances
(market conditions, availability of external �nance, etc.) RU
will more likely prefer voluntarily constrain its own behavior at
ex interim stage?
When does DU prefer to have control over RU? When and
where should we expect to see corporate venturing?
Similarly under what circumstances should we expect to see
more separate RU and DUs?
Privately optimal licensing mode/socially optimal licensing
mode?
Is privately optimal allocation of control rights also socially
optimal?
Product market expansion/market structure ex post -
consumer�s that would value products
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Conclusion

Good paper: Clearly de�ned and interesting research problem

Technically solid model and analysis is carefully executed.

A (very) neat mechanism of providing incentives for RU to
take higher e¤ort at ex ante stage

On the whole the paper advances our understanding of the
role of control rights in corporate venturing and how they
interact with licensing of knowledge.
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